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During 2019 Nis City Mayor Darko Bulatović met with:

General Consul of Bulgaria in Serbia Mr. Edwin Sugarev.
This was the farewell visit by Mr. Sugarev. On this
occasion the Mayor expressed his gratitude for
successful and close cooperation during the four years
of his term of office in Nis.During the meeting both
sides emphasized the importance of very good bilateral
relations between Serbia and Bulgaria, further
improvement of economic and cultural cooperation, as
well as resolving minority issues.
Ambassador of Tunisia in Serbia Mr. Seyf Allah Rejeb.
The meeting was w㡛⠀極椀氀愀搀愀猩ㄲ⠀ 氀愀愀s cooperatio.

possible. Bizerte is the home of one of the largest
Serbian military cemeteries in North Africa, eternal
home to 698 Serbian soldiers, many of whom belonged to
the First Regiment of the Nis Reserve Troops.
Establishing direct partnership and cooperation between
the cities of Bizerte and Nis is in the mutual interest
of our communities, in order to create favorable
conditions for enhancing cooperation in various
contents.
French Ambassador Jean-Louis Falconi at Nis City Hall to
discuss the potential cooperation projects. Тhe topics
discussed were archaeological

Falconi on the occasion of the Ambassador’s visit to
Nis. During the discussions the special emphasis was put
on the r猀瀀漹ㅈ瀀漹ㅴion of the pr獯ject of ar獣heological
r猀灳猀瀀潲獣h of the city field and Nis Fortr猀灳獳, whi獣h
included experts fr獯m Fr獡nce, more specifically fr獯m the
city of Ar獬猀灳猬 whi獣h has b猀灥n cooper9ㅴing with Nis for
灳猀灶er9ㅬ y猀瀀潲獳.
The ambassadors fr獯m the s獯-called Ar9ㅢ Gr獯up –
Ambassador of Pal 灳獴ine Mr献 Mohammed N9ㅢhan猬 Ambassador

which is especially true of the project of preparing the
tender and technical documentation for the construction
of the Waste Water Treatment Plant, which has been
supported by Sweden through Sida. The two officials also
stressed the importance of maintaining 3 airline routes
from Nis to cities in Sweden, Stockholm and Malmo and
recently Gothenburg. It was also estimated that the
improvement of air traffic, as well as all other types
of traffic, significantly increased the capacities of
Nis and this part of Serbia in attracting new investors
from this friendly country, which, as agreed, would be
the focus of future cooperation between Nis and the
Embassy of the Kingdom of Sweden in Serbia.
Ambassador of the Republic of Indonesia in Serbia, Mr.
Mochammad Chandra Widya Yudha. The Mayor welcomed the
Indonesian ambassador and expressed his satisfaction

discussed new forms of exchange in the field of
education, medicine, culture and economy through
activities that Nis would have in the future, as the
largest city in the South of Serbia and one of the
centers of this part of the Balkans.
Ambassador of Slovenia to Serbia, Mr. Iztok Jarc. Тhe
two officials discussed economic, industrial and sports
cooperation between the City of Nis and Slovenia.
Ambassador Jarc said, adding that he was especially
looking forward to introduction of direct fli 渀告†䔮fl2漀

Embassy, and the Norwegian Government in general, to
support all initiatives that are aimed at improving
relations, both through support and assistance to
theater and music ensembles, festivals, art galleries

German companies operating in Serbia, and this country

projects in Nis and the region, as well as realization
of potential investments of Chinese companies in the new
production capacities in Nis.
French Ambassador to Serbia Mr. Frederik Mondoloni at
the opening of the exhibition entitled Our History, Our
Memory dedicated to remembering the liberation of Serbia
in the autumn of 1918 and the solidarity of Serbian and
French soldiers and civilians in World War I. Mayor
Bulatovic and Ambassador Mondolini participated in a
forum on the topic of Serbian-French relations and longstanding friendship of two nation on the occasion of the
15th anniversary of the French Institute in Nis.
Deputy Head of Mission of the Swedish Embassy in
Belgrade Mr. Joachim Waern to mark the European Mobility
Week in Nis and promote measures to reduce the use of
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and Egypt, held in the Regional Chamber of
of Nis. A month before the Egyptian Ambassador
first official visit to the City of Nis on the
of the performance of the Cairo Opera Ballet
at the official Nisville Jazz Theater pⴱ〳⡬let⤠崠告氀氀攠䕔
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information technology, culture and health.
Ambassador of the Sovereign Maltese Order in Serbia, Mr.
Albert Di Luca and Ambassador of Taiwan to Hungary, Mr.
Endriem Chang. The immediate reason for the arrival of
the ambassadors was the help with the medical treatments
that the Sovereign Maltese Order provided to young girl
from Nis who sent a request for assistance via official

the Ministry of Public Administration and Local SelfGovernment.
Ambassador of Australia to Serbia Ms. Julia Feeney who
was in Nis for Nisville Jazz Festival and the
performance by the Australian group Visions of a Nomad
whose participation in the festival was supported by the
Australian Embassy in Serbia.
Ambassador of the Russian Federation to Serbia Mr.
Alexander Vasilevich Chepurin, with whom they discussed

economic cooperation.
Ambassador of Finland to Serbia Mr. Pertti Ikonen. The
Mayor and the Ambassador talked about the possibilities
of the economic cooperation primarily between the City
of Nis and Finnish cities and the possibilities for
certain Finnish companies to invest in Nis. Then the
Mayor and Ambassador planted five new birch trees in

